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Buy Resin Ultra Thin Diamond Wheel Free Sample from China
1. High grinding efficiency and relatively slow consumption of grinding wheel;

2. Resin Ultra Thin Diamond Wheel has good self sharpening property, small heat generation during
grinding, and is not easy to block, which reduces the phenomenon of work burn during grinding;

3. The Resin Ultra Thin Diamond Wheel has certain elasticity, which is conducive to improving the
surface roughness of the workpiece. It is mainly used in fine grinding, semi-fine grinding, knife
grinding, polishing and other processes;

4. The Resin Ultra Thin Diamond Wheel is solidified at low temperature, with short production cycle,
simple equipment and supply process; because of the fluidity of resin, it is easy to form complex
grinding wheel. Diamond resin grinding wheel diamond resin grinding wheel has high hardness, high
strength and strong grinding ability. It is suitable for processing hard and brittle materials, such as
hard alloy, ceramics, agate, optical glass, semiconductor materials and wear-resistant cast iron.

Diamond resin grinding wheel has a good polishing effect. When grinding, the grinding wheel is
sharp and not easy to block. The specific characteristics are as follows:

1. High grinding efficiency and relatively slow consumption of grinding wheel;

2. Resin Ultra Thin Diamond Wheelt has good self sharpening property, small heat generation
during grinding, and is not easy to block, which reduces the phenomenon of work burn during
grinding; 3. The grinding wheel has certain elasticity, which is conducive to improving the surface
roughness of the workpiece, mainly used for fine grinding, semi-fine grinding, knife grinding,

Resin Ultra Thin Diamond Wheel

High grinding efficiency and relatively slow
consumption of Resin Ultra Thin Diamond Wheel.
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polishing and other processes; 4. The diamond resin grinding wheel is low-temperature curing, short
production cycle, simple equipment and supply process; because the resin has Fluidity, easy to form
complex surface grinding wheel.

Diamond resin grinding wheel (resin knife grinding wheel) can be selected according to the product
model (parallel grinding wheel, parallel arc grinding wheel, double concave grinding wheel, double
bevel grinding wheel, bowl type grinding wheel), etc.

Purpose:

Parallel grinding wheel: mainly used for external grinding and cutting edge machining of cemented
carbide.

Parallel belt arc grinding wheel: mainly used for forming grinding of cemented carbide and arc
surface.

Double concave grinding wheel: mainly used for grinding measuring tools and coreless grinding
machine.

Double bevel grinding wheel: mainly used for forming grinding of carbide gear hob and thread cutter.

Bowl shaped grinding wheel: it is mainly used for the grinding of carbide tools and high-speed steel
tools, and also for milling.

Diamond resin grinding wheel (resin knife grinding wheel) can be selected according to the product
model (parallel grinding wheel, parallel arc grinding wheel, double concave grinding wheel, double
bevel grinding wheel, bowl type grinding wheel), etc.
We now have a specialist, efficiency workforce to deliver excellent service for our purchaser. We
always follow the tenet of customer-oriented, details-focused for Popular Design for China Resin
Bonded Ultra Thin Diamond Cutting Disc for Magnetic Materials, We hope we can have a friendly
relationship with businessman from all over the world. Popular Design for China Cutting Disc,
Cutting Wheel, Excellent quality comes from our adherence to every detail, and customer
satisfaction comes from our sincere dedication. Relying on advanced technology and industry
reputation of good cooperation, we try our best to provide more quality products and services to our
customers, and all of us are willing to strengthen exchanges with domestic and foreign customers
and sincere cooperation, to build a better
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future.

The drawing of CBN grinding wheels (galvanic wheels) for band saw blades
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Outside diameter Bore diameter
inch mm inch mm
5 127 1/ 2 12.7
6 150 25/32 20

8 203 1, 1
1/4

25.4,
32

Special size can be produce according to the band saw profile.

Different wheel profiles for all kind of wood and seasons are available

* 10/30 - mostly used universal grinding wheel profile

* 9/29 - perfectly prepares band saws for winter time cutting, or cutting hard Wood

* 13/29 - wheel profile which prepares band saws for soft wood cutting

* 4/32 - wheel profile which can prepare band saws for very frozen and very hard wood cutting

* 7/34 the CBN wheels profile is recommended for hardwood


